Two populations of limbic neurons are likely neurophysiological substrates for cognitive operations required for spatial orientation and navigation: hippocampal pyramidal cells discharge selectively when the animal is in a certain place (the "firing field") in the environment, whereas head direction cells discharge when the animal orients its head in a specific, "preferred" direction. Cressant et al. (1997) showed that the firing fields of hippocampal place cells reorient relative to a group of three-dimensional objects only if these are at the periphery, but not the center of an enclosed platform. To test for corresponding responses in head direction cells, three objects were equally spaced along the periphery of a circular platform. Preferred directions were measured before and after the group of objects was rotated. (The rat was disoriented in total darkness between sessions). This was repeated in the presence or absence of a cylinder enclosing the platform. When the enclosure was present, the preferred directions of all 30 cells recorded shifted by the same angle as the objects. In the absence of the enclosure, the preferred directions did not follow the objects, remaining fixed relative to the room. These results provide a possible neurophysiological basis for observations from psychophysical experiments in humans that background, rather than foreground, cues are preferentially used for spatial orientation.
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In monkeys, rats, and mice, two types of limbic system neurons have been observed that may function as neurophysiological substrates for spatial orientation. Hippocampal neurons discharge selectively when the animal is at a certain location in the environment (the firing field of the "place" cell; O' Keefe and Conway, 1978; Ono et al., 1991; Rotenberg et al., 1996; McHugh et al., 1996) , whereas head direction (HD) cells discharge only when the animal orients its head in a specific direction (the preferred direction of the cell; Ranck, 1984; Taube, 1998; Robertson et al., 1999; Khabbaz et al., 2000) . The head direction signal is found in an ascending series of nuclei known as the "Papez circuit", projecting to the hippocampus. A yet unsolved problem concerns the mechanisms by which these neurons select visual reference cues to anchor the head direction signals in relation to the environment.
The spatially selective responses of both hippocampal cells and HD cells are strongly influenced by landmark cues. In recordings in which rats forage for food in cylindrical enclosures, rotation of a contrasted card along the wall induces similar rotations of firing fields and of preferred directions (Muller et al., 1987; Taube et al., 1990; Taube, 1995; Zugaro et al., 2000) . In simultaneous recordings, both types of cells respond coherently (Knierim et al., 1995) . However, in experiments in which proximal and distal cues are displaced independently to present conflicting referents, place cells show a variety of responses: their firing fields stay fixed relative to either the distal cues, or the proximal cues, or the room, whereas other cells simply stop discharging (O'Keefe and Speakman, 1987; Wiener et al., 1995; Gothard et al., 1996; Tanila et al., 1997) . Cressant et al. (1997) compared the responses of hippocampal place cells before and after rotation of a group of objects that were always maintained in the same relative configuration. The firing fields rotated together with the objects when these were positioned in front of the wall of the enclosure. However, when the group of objects was placed near the center of the enclosure, then rotated, the firing fields did not follow. To account for this difference, the authors proposed that the centrally placed objects are ignored because the views of the configuration change too dramatically as the rat moves around in the cylinder. For example, an object can be seen either to the right or to the left of another object, depending on the position of the rat. This unreliability would render the cue configuration too complex to serve as a landmark.
To further characterize the respective roles of foreground and background visual cues for spatial orientation, here we examined head direction cell responses to rotations of a configuration of objects. However, instead of changing the eccentricity of the objects on the platform, we changed their relative depth with respect to the background, by testing the responses of the HD cells in the presence and absence of a cylindrical enclosure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The recording and analysis protocols are described in detail in Zugaro et al. (2000) and are summarized briefly here. Electrode implantation. Three male L ong-Evans rats (200 -250 gm; CERJ, Le Genest-St-Isle, France) were tranquilized with xylazine, then deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital (40 mg / kg). The electrode bundles of eight formvar-coated nichrome wire electrodes (diameter, 25 m; impedance, 200 -800 k⍀) were implanted above the anterodorsal nucleus of the thalamus (anteroposterior, Ϫ1.6 mm; mediolateral, Ϯ1.2 mm relative to bregma, 3.8 mm ventral to brain surface). Each bundle had been inserted in a 30 gauge stainless steel cannula and mounted on an advanceable connector assembly (Wiener, 1993) . The descender assembly was permanently fixed with dental acrylic and tiny skull screws. Electrodes were gradually lowered until discriminable single-unit activity was detected. All protocols were in accord with institutional, national, and international standards and regulations.
Data acquisition. During the recording sessions, electrode signals passed through field effect transistors and were differentially amplified (10,000ϫ) and filtered (300 Hz to 5 kHz, notch at 50 Hz). The signal was then acquired on a DataWave Discovery system (L ongmont, C O). T wo small infrared light-emitting diodes (10 cm separation) mounted above the headstage were detected by a video camera. To determine the preferred direction of an H D cell, head angles were computed from smoothed corrected position samples, and directional response curves were fit with a pseudo-Gaussian f unction according to the method of Zugaro et al. (2000) .
E xperimental setup. The 3 ϫ 3 ϫ 3 m square recording chamber was surrounded by black curtains (3 m high) suspended from the ceiling along the four walls. The folds of the curtains were rather irregular (15-30 cm wide). The ceiling was also covered by a black curtain. I llumination was provided by a 40 W overhead lamp on the ceiling that diff used light evenly within the cylinder. All electronic instruments and computers were situated outside of the curtains, and the entire experimental room was phonically isolated from the rest of the building (Fig. 1) .
During the experiments the rats moved freely on an elevated platform (75 cm above the floor), measuring 90 ϫ 90 cm in earlier experiments and 76 cm diameter in later experiments. Each cell was recorded under two experimental conditions.
Proximal back ground condition. Here, a black cylindrical enclosure (60 cm high, 76 cm in diameter) was placed on the platform (Fig. 1 A) . This prevented the rat from viewing the curtains along the walls of the room. Three objects were placed in a triangular spatial configuration along the inner wall of the enclosure: a black cone (26 cm high, 22 cm in diameter), a cylinder covered with light brown paper (26 cm high, 10 cm in diameter), and a building brick (22 ϫ 11 ϫ 5 cm). The spatial configuration of the objects relative to one another never changed in the experiments, and each experiment started with the objects in the same configuration relative to the room.
Distal back ground condition. Here, the black cylindrical enclosure was absent, and the more distant surrounding curtains provided a background for the objects (Fig. 1 B) . The objects occupied the same placements as in the proximal background condition. The displacements of the rats were restricted to the platform area because this was elevated above the floor.
Behavioral task . The proximal background condition was always tested first. The experimental procedure was similar in both conditions. First, to determine the preferred direction of the cells, the rat was allowed to move freely within the arena for at least 5 min, foraging for small food pellets (5 mg chocolate sprinkles) thrown onto the platform at pseudorandom locations (Muller et al., 1987) . The rat was then removed from the arena and secluded in a small opaque container. The objects were rotated by 120°clockwise or counterclockwise (Fig. 2 A,B) , and the floor paper was changed. To disorient the rat, all lights were turned off (including the instrument lamps), and an experimenter rotated the opaque container in an erratic manner while wandering around the room for 1 or 2 min. The rat was then replaced in the arena from a pseudorandomly selected orientation, the lights were turned back on, and a second 5 min recording session was started. This manipulation was performed for both the proximal and distal background conditions. In the distal background condition, when the enclosure was absent, an experimenter remained in the room with the rat, to throw food pellets onto the platform. As during the proximal background condition, the experimenter kept moving around the room to provide no stable reference information.
Histolog y. At the end of the experiments, the recording sites were marked by passing a small cathodal DC current (30 A, 10 sec) through one of the recording electrodes. The rat was then anesthetized with a lethal dose of pentobarbital. Intracardial perf usion with saline was followed by 10% formalin-saline. Histological sections were stained with cresyl violet. Recording sites were determined by detecting the small lesion and the track created by the cannula. In all cases, analyses of these data indicated that the recording sites were indeed in the anterodorsal nucleus of the thalamus. Figure 1 . The experimental setup. The elevated platform was surrounded by black curtains hanging along the four walls. A cone, a cylinder, and a building brick placed on the platform served as orienting cues. A, In the proximal background condition, a black cylindrical enclosure was placed on the platform, restricting view and movements of the rats. B, In the distal background condition, the enclosure was absent. Thus, the surrounding black curtains were a more distal backdrop for the threedimensional objects. Figure 2 shows the typical response of an anterodorsal thalamic HD cell recorded before ( A) and after ( B) the objects were rotated 120°while the cylindrical enclosure was present, providing a proximal background. The preferred direction of this cell shifted (relative to the room) 109°from the first to the second trial, anchored to the 120°rotation of the objects. Similarly, in all 30 of the HD cells recorded in the three rats, the preferred directions shifted by the same angle as the objects (Fig. 3, filled  squares) . The average magnitude of the shift was 115 Ϯ 10°(SD; range, 99 -134°). Figure 2 shows the responses of the same HD cell recorded before ( C) and after ( D) the objects were rotated by 120°in the absence of the proximal background provided by the cylindrical enclosure. The preferred direction of this cell shifted by only Ϫ6°b etween the two trials, despite the rotation of the objects. Similarly, negligible shifts in preferred directions were observed in the population of HD cells recorded in the three rats (Fig. 3, open  squares) . The average magnitude of the shifts was only 6 Ϯ 7°(SD; range, 0 -28°).
RESULTS

Proximal background condition
Distal background condition
One possible explanation for the lack of influence of the objects on the preferred directions in the distal background condition was that they may have no longer been salient. For example, the four curtains may have distracted the rats from attending to the objects. The curtains could have been salient because of contrasts in the folds. To test for evidence of this, the time that the rats spent near the objects after object rotations was compared between the proximal and distal background conditions. This was measured as the time spent in the vicinity (Յ6 cm) of the objects. On average, Figure 2 . Directional response curves of a typical HD cell recorded while the objects were at their initial positions (A, C) and after they were rotated by 120°(B, D) while the rat was secluded in darkness. The directional response curves (continuous curves) are plotted along with their Gaussian-like fits (dashed curves). A, B, In the presence of the enclosure, the preferred direction of this neuron shifted by 112°. C, D, When the enclosure was absent, the preferred direction of the cell remained virtually unchanged after the objects were rotated by 120°. Dashed lines indicate responses anchored to the objects (120°) or to the room (0°) (shifts in preferred directions are measured relative to the room). In the presence of the enclosure, the preferred directions followed the objects ( filled squares). When the enclosure was absent, the preferred directions remained fixed relative to the room (open squares). All object rotations were counterclockwise, except for rat 1-session 2 and rat 2-session 1. On the x-axis, repeated recordings from the same rat or session are indicated by dashes.
the rats spent 21 Ϯ 6% (SD; range, 15-32%) of the time near the objects when the enclosure was present and 20 Ϯ 4% (range, 13-30%) when the enclosure was absent. There was no significant difference in the two conditions (Wilcoxon matched pairs test, N ϭ 15; NS) Thus, the objects maintained their saliency in the distal background condition.
Other response properties of the HD cells were unaffected by the removal of the enclosure: comparisons between the sessions preceding and after removal of the enclosure showed no significant difference in peak firing rates or angular response ranges (Wilcoxon matched pairs tests, N ϭ 30; NS)
DISCUSSION
The preferred directions of the HD cells reoriented after rotations of a group of objects, but only when the objects were close to the visual background, the cylindrical enclosure. There are several possible explanations for the reduced efficacy of the objects when the cylindrical enclosure was absent and the distant curtains were then in the background: (1) as suggested by Cressant et al. (1997) , the configuration of the objects was rejected as an unreliable reference because the rat could view them from different perspectives, (2) in the distal background condition, the curtains proved to be a larger and more salient reference landmark than the objects, (3) in the distal background condition, the geometric characteristics of the square room influenced the responses of the cells, and (4) in both conditions the most distal cues were used as reference landmarks for the head direction cells; these corresponded to the objects in the proximal background condition and to the curtains in the distal background condition. These will be discussed in the following sections.
Was the object configuration rejected as an unreliable reference in the distal background condition because it provided ambiguous orienting information?
In our proximal background condition [and the experiment with the objects placed next to the wall of the enclosure of Cressant et al. (1997) ], the rats explored the narrow space between the objects and the cylindrical enclosure. This could also have provided an ambiguous view of the spatial configuration of the objects but did not reduce the influence of the objects. Furthermore, in our experiments when the cylindrical enclosure was absent, the limits of the platform prevented the rats from having access to mirror image views of the relative positions of the objects, as was the case for the centrally placed objects of Cressant et al. (1997) . Nonetheless the objects no longer influenced the preferred directions of the head direction cells. In addition, the preferred directions appeared to be established within seconds after the rat is placed on the platform (our unpublished observations; also see Zugaro et al., 2000) , before it explored a substantial part of the arena. Finally, in the Cressant et al. (1997) study, the firing fields often rotated by arbitrary angles after the centrally placed objects were rotated. This indicates that the firing fields were not anchored to any particular cue in the environment. In contrast, here the preferred directions were always maintained fixed relative to the room after rotations of the objects in the distal background condition. Thus, it appears that the preferred directions not only were independent from the orientation of the group of objects but were controlled by other cues in the more distant background (possibly contrasts in the curtains).
Were the objects too small and insufficiently salient in the distal background condition?
After the cylindrical enclosure was removed, the curtains provided a large and contrasted background. But the cylindrical enclosure, because of its height and proximity, subtended a larger visual angle than the curtains did in the distal background condition. The curtains, with their contrasted folds, were likely to have been salient. However, as shown above, the rats frequented the rotated objects equally in the presence and absence of the cylindrical enclosure. Thus, the objects were likely to have remained salient even when they were no longer effective in controlling the preferred directions.
Did the geometry of the square room control the preferred directions in the distal background condition?
Although rats can ignore landmark cues and instead navigate based on the geometry of the environment (Cheng, 1986; Margules and Gallistel, 1988) , it is unlikely that the preferred directions of the HD cells were influenced by the geometry of the square room when the cylindrical enclosure was absent. First, the room geometry has been shown to influence orienting behavior in asymmetric (rectangular) environments. Here, there were no evident differences in the metrics of the four corners or the four walls. If the geometry of the square room was a controlling factor, one would predict that the preferred directions would have rotated by multiples of 90°because of its symmetry. However, in the distal background condition, the HD cells always retained the same preferred directions after the objects were rotated.
Were the most distal cues used as reference landmarks for anchoring preferred directions in both conditions?
Another possible explanation for the difference in efficacy of the very same objects in the two experimental conditions is that their relative distance to the background changed. Relative depth in the visual field could be detected on the basis of several different stimulus attributes including occlusion (objects blocked by others are more distant), parallax (during active displacements more distant objects appear to move less), texture contrast, shadows, vergence, etc. This criterion would be functionally relevant because stimuli that are furthest in the background remain more stable as the animal moves around and thus would be more reliable as landmarks.
Brain systems for detecting optic field flow could provide this sensitivity to the head direction system because, for example, the optokinetic system is more sensitive to optic flow at low, rather than high velocities (Hess et al., 1985) . An anatomical pathway that could convey optokinetic information to head direction cells passes via the vestibular nuclei to the dorsal lateral tegmental nucleus of Güddens, then the lateral mammillary nuclei before arriving at the anterodorsal thalamic nucleus. As the rat makes displacements, the more distant objects provide the slowest optic field flow velocities. This would help the head direction system select those parts of the visual field providing the most stable reference points and also help update preferred directions after self-movements.
The hypothesis that the objects no longer controlled the preferred directions of the HD cells because they no longer were background cues is coherent with the conclusions of a psychophysical study comparing the relative importance of visual cues in the foreground versus the background in controlling vection (the visu-
